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WHO IS ANITA ŠUMER?
International sourdough bread artist and ambassador of the Quest for Sourdough initiative

I'm a passionate, 100% self-taught sourdough baker from Slovenia. I'm a translator and teacher by education and previous career, but I found my greatest passion and obsession in sourdough. I started baking in 2012, when my husband Sašo had his gallbladder removed and could no longer eat yeasted bread due to bloating and other health issues. I began researching what other ways there were to bake soft, crusty, and delicious bread. Lots of online reading and a library of foreign books later, I finally remembered that my grandmother used to bake bread in a different way – by saving a small portion of dough and drying it for the next batch. All of a sudden everything clicked into place! My first attempt to make my own starter – a simple fermenting mixture of flour and water – wasn’t successful. I didn’t give up, and made my second one and it thrived. This second starter has been with me ever since. I named him “Rudl” and now he is the most famous Slovenian sourdough starter.

In 2016, Puratos invited me to Belgium to explore the First Sourdough Library in the World. Since then, I’ve become one of the first 13 ambassadors for the library and its online version, The Quest for Sourdough, to promote the use of sourdough around the world.

Scoring bread doesn’t only help bread rise in the oven, but you can also get super creative with it. That’s what I did: tracing intricate and inspiring patterns along my bread’s crust. Then I started gifting my bread to family, friends, and relatives for special occasions or just as something nice. And everyone loved it! So I decided that I wanted to share my passion with the rest of the world and created my IG account, posting my first SD bread photo in October 2016.

I have started teaching sourdough baking around the world; 9 countries, 3 continents. (Lisbon, Moscow, Kingston, Singapore, Bangkok, Stratford-upon-Avon, Zagreb, Amsterdam, St. Vith just to name a few locations).

In 2017, I published a unique sourdough book, the first of its kind in Slovenia, with more than 300 pages. The book has received the Gourmand World Cookbook Award in two categories. It’s also claimed the title of fastest-selling bread cookbook in the country (the 3rd print is out already, and translations into foreign languages will be out by the end of this year).

I’ve started a real bread revolution in Slovenia; more and more people are joining in to bake healthier and more delicious bread. It’s real Sourdough Mania here.
ABOUT SOURDOUGH MANIA

- The first and most extensive Slovenian book on sourdough bread and pastry with starter
- More than 300 pages
- More than 45 recipes
- The fastest-selling book on baking bread in Slovenian history, 1st print run sold out in 3 months
- 3 prints
- Slovenian winner at the Gourmand World Cookbook Awards in 2 categories ("Bread" and "Fundraising")

Its 304 pages make Sourdough Mania the most extensive and first Slovenian book on baking with sourdough starter, made unique by the breadth of ideas it has on cooking with starter. It has been inspiring both beginners and seasoned sourdough veterans. Sourdough starter makes baked goods more digestible, gives them a longer shelf life, and lowers their glycemic index, all while being more flavorful and filling us up more quickly.

The book features 45 simple-to-make recipes and more ambitious recipes for more festive occasions, recipes that respect Slovenian traditions and also consider a wealth of other culinary and cultural heritage. Readers will get to feast their eyes (and later stomachs) on rye bread, simple white bread, corn bread, buckwheat bread, fruit bread, donuts, brioches, Slovenian potica, and much more! Take a look at the Table of Contents for more recipe ideas.

Sourdough Mania contains the chapters From Grain to Starter, Your First, Sending a Starter SOS, and more. You’ll also find space to jot down recipes, baking schedules, a glossary, a breakdown and diagram for baking, and so much more. In-depth detail and pictures worth a thousand words (of weighing, mixing, kneading, shaping, scoring, and baking) take you on a journey to the healthy world of sourdough baking made easy. The book is adorned by photography from Primož Lavre and illustrations commissioned by the author.

2 euros from every book sold are donated to Liza, a 7-year-old girl with cerebral palsy, and her treatment.

So let Sourdough Mania take hold of you, but forewarned is forearmed: there’s no turning back! Once you start baking with sourdough, you’ll never stop!
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What’s happening in your starter, and why does bread rise?

The simplest explanation about what is going on in your starter is this: when water is added to flour, spontaneous fermentation is triggered, as the enzymes in the flour are activated, along with lactic acid bacteria and wild or naturally occurring yeast. These tiny life forms are not just present in your ingredients, but also living on your hands and everywhere else. Starters are microsystems where lactic acid bacteria and enzymes begin breaking down complex carbohydrates into simple ones. The wild yeast feeds off these sugars, producing ethanol and carbon dioxide, which gets caught up in the gluten structure, causing the dough to rise.

Since the lactic acid bacteria feed off maltose, which the wild yeast cannot digest, these different microorganisms do not compete for the same food. As their name suggests, lactic acid bacteria excrete lactic acid in the process, along with acetic acid, aromatic compounds, and some also carbon dioxide and ethanol. This acidic environment means that only certain good yeasts can thrive. Something interesting: the ratio between lactic acid bacteria and wild yeast in a starter is 100:1.

If a starter gets too acidic, it has run out of food and will have a sharp, sour smell. This just means that the yeast has stopped working actively, not that it has disappeared. We will discuss a solution for this problem, too. Check out the chapter Sending a Starter SOS.

Fermentation and therefore leavening are affected by:

- the amount of starter and how active it is; if you add more, the dough will rise more quickly, if less, then more slowly.
- heat; higher temperatures (of both water and air) encourage yeast and lactic acid bacteria, while lower temperatures slow them down.
- the type of flour; rye and wholegrain flours will cause the dough to rise more quickly, while white flour is more sluggish.
- the amount of salt; salt also slows microorganisms down, at the same time strengthening gluten bonds.
- sugar; in small amounts (up to 5%) it helps yeast and bacteria work, but larger amounts slow them down.
How to Make Your Sourdough Mother Starter from Scratch

Day One
Mix 20 g of rye flour (the most active kind) and 20 ml of water in a glass jar. Leave the jar’s cover slightly open and place it on the counter or some other warm spot. A trick for the winter is to use somewhat warmer water (up to 35 degrees C/90 F) and wrap the jar with a dishtowel or even a blanket. Do not leave it on your radiator or directly near another heat source, as excessive temperatures can stop your wild yeast from developing and even kill it. Mix everything a bit twice that day.

Day Two
Add another 20 g of rye flour and 20 ml of water and stir everything up. Mix a bit again twice that day.
Day Three
Add another 30 g of rye flour and 30 ml of water. You should see signs of life in the glass. Your mixture should have grown a bit and started smelling sour. Mix a bit again twice that day.

Day Four
Take half of your starter and use it for something, like crepes for example, and then for three days keep up with the same regiment as on Day Three. If you don’t break off half, your starter will get too acidic and stop working. It may seem counterintuitive, but breaking off half of your starter is actually the best way to grow it. Mix a bit again twice that day.

Day Five
Add another 30 g of rye flour and 30 ml of water. Mix a bit again twice that day.

Day Six
Add another 30 g of rye flour and 30 ml of water. Mix a bit again twice that day.
BENCH RESTING

Before putting the final touches on shaping, leave your dough to rest, covered, on the counter for 15 to 20 minutes. The gluten will relax a bit during this time, and the dough will loosen up a little, so you can shape it a bit more easily. If your dough loses too much firmness, you can work it one more time and again leave it on the counter to rise a bit.

FINAL SHAPING

Final shaping is your last chance to strengthen your dough and get a bit of surface tension. Sprinkle a little flour on your dough before turning it upside down with a bench knife. So the side that was resting on the counter will now be face up, and the smooth side will be on the bottom. Here you will find my most common methods. There are plenty of others, as well, and you will quickly find the one closest to your heart.

Final shaping gives you two choices: either repeat the steps from preshaping or use your fingers to fold in all the corners of the dough, helping yourself with your thumb to keep all the corners in the center. Keep doing so until there is nothing left to fold in. Take your bench knife and again flip your loaf so the smooth side is up and the side where all the corners meet is on the bottom. With a bit of flour on your hands you can still turn the loaf a couple of times, making sure your palms hug the bottom part of the loaf while putting pressure on the counter. Do this until the surface of the dough is nice and taut, but without bursting. When you are working the loaf like this, make sure there is very little or even no flour on the counter, otherwise you won’t be able to produce any friction and you will just push the dough around the surface. Wait 2 to 3 minutes, until the bottom sticks. Sprinkle with flour.

EXAMPLES OF PROCESSES FROM THE BOOK
(pp. 100-101)
This semi-white bread is made using a special proportion of ingredients, namely 1 part active starter to 2 parts water to 3 parts flour. You can use this recipe with other types of flour as well (best is with bread or all-purpose wheat flour, with spelt lower the water by 10%, and for rye and wholegrain flours add 5% more water). The large amount of starter in this recipe will make your bread leaven more quickly.

100 g active mother starter (33 %)  
200 ml water (66 %)  
300 g wheat semi-white flour T 850 (100 %)  
6 g salt (2 %)

Mix the flour and water into a homogeneous mass. Let it rest covered at least 20 minutes, then add starter and salt. Knead it well, making sure to incorporate all the ingredients. Knead the dough two or three times for 2-3 minutes each. Over the next 2 hours make sure to stretch and fold (see page 95) every 20-30 minutes.

Wait for your dough to almost double in size. Shape it, let it rest, and then shape it again. Put it in a floured banneton to proof (see pages 98-104). When its volume has grown by about 100%, now is the time to put it into your preheated oven. Baking instructions are found on pages 117-120.
SWEET STIFF STARTER:

105 g sweet sourdough starter (25 %)
This recipe takes about a day and a half (at room temperature). Mix 5 g active sourdough starter with 25 g of T 500 white flour, 10 ml of water, and 5 g of brown sugar. Wait until your starter doubles in size. Mix 5 g active starter with 35 g of T 500 white flour, 15 ml of water, and 10 g of brown sugar. When your sweet starter has tripled in size, it is time to put it in your main dough.

MAIN DOUGH:
(for a big Bundt pan with a diameter of 30 cm)

450 g white flour T 500 (100 %)
3 yolks (60 g, 13 %)
170 g milk (38 %)
20 g rum (44 %)
60 g brown sugar (13 %)
7 g salt (1.5 %)
1 teaspoon lemon juice
1 organic lemon, zested
60 g soft butter (13 %)

WALNUT FILLING:

500 g ground walnuts
4 teaspoons rum
1 egg
3 whipped egg whites (left over from the dough)
50 g brown sugar
100 g milk (or more, as needed; the filling must be spreadable)

EGG BATH:

1 egg
1 tablespoon cream
pinch of salt

Sift your flour into a mixer. Rip your sweet sourdough starter into small bits, mix in all other ingredients except butter, and feed your bits of starter into the liquid, so that it dissolves. Turn your mixer on low and pour your wet mix slowly into the bowl. Knead it long enough that the dough comes off the walls easily, then slowly add chunks of butter. Increase speed after adding the butter and continue kneading until you get a soft, pliant dough.
Place your dough into a bowl. Within the first 2 hours do two series of stretching and folding, then leave it covered to double in size. If you store your dough in the fridge, take it out and let it warm up to room temperature and rise before going on to the next step. Roll it into a square about 0.8 cm thick, spread your filling on top, and then roll it tightly. Place your potica into a greased Bundt pan. Wait for it to rise once more. This takes about 8-10 hours for me, as the filling is heavy. Before baking, prick your potica all around, coat it with the egg bath, and bake in a preheated oven at 190 degrees. Leave it covered for the first 20 minutes. Then uncover it, reduce the temperature to 180, and keep baking until you get a nice, golden color. Somewhere around an hour. After baking leave it another 15 minutes in the Bundt pan, then turn it over onto a cooling rack.

**HINT:**

If after rolling your dough loses shape, leave it to rest covered for about 10 minutes. You won’t have any trouble after that.
OTHER USES OF SOURDOUGH

WHOLE-WHEAT CRACKERS  (p. 251)

For a baking pan about 39 cm wide and 44 long:

200 g wholegrain wheat flour
90 g active mother starter
5 g salt
100 g soft butter
10–20 ml water

Mix your flour, salt, and starter, breaking it into crumbs with your hands. Slowly add the butter to the mixer and knead it. If the dough is too hard, go ahead and add a bit of water. The dough should be compact, but still kneadable. Let it sit covered for 3 to 5 hours, or even overnight in the fridge. If you leave it in the fridge, take it out to warm up to room temperature before rolling.

Then roll it thin (2–3 mm) between two sheets of baking paper. Cut it, prick it with a fork, sprinkle sesame, poppy seeds, or coarse salt on top, and bake it in a preheated oven at 200 degrees, until the crackers get a nice, golden brown, around 15–20 minutes.

HINT:

Instead of wholegrain wheat flour, you can also use wholegrain spelt or some other type of flour. If you intend to break the crackers up, then coat them with egg bath beforehand.
You can follow me here

Instagram: @sourdough_mania
• almost 70,000 followers •

FB page: Anita Šumer
• more than 7,000 followers •

FB group: Drožomanija (peka z drožmi)
• more than 9,300 members •

Website: www.sourdoughmania.com
More than 1,000,000 likes on IG
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